
On the eve of the pandemic, LeBron James and Maverick 
Carter — lifelong friends from Akron who became business 

partners — cut their biggest deal yet: a $100 million 
investment to create The SpringHill Co., a Nike-Disney-

Patagonia hybrid. They want to change the way content is 
made, and consumed by the world. In an exclusive 

interview, James and Carter go deep with Jason Kelly 
about Black Lives Matter, Colin Kaepernick, and changing 

society by changing who’s in the conversation.

Duration: 30mins
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Rad Rides by Troy

Rad Rides by Troy, a custom automotive builder, is 
one of the most well known and respected names 
in the business. In addition to building cars for 
many of the top Automotive collectors in the 
country, Troy Trepanier has worked closely with 
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Toyota on a variety of 
promotional vehicles. See what it takes to build 
some of the best hot rods on earth.
Duration: 4 x 31mins Entertainment - Lifestyle

The Donkey King

Khan the Lion King of Azad the Jungle Kingdom is 
growing old. He decides he must retire – his son 
Prince Shazad should inherit the throne. But the 
animals of Azad have a different idea… A donkey 
named Mangu, a laborer, is the surprising Animal’s 
Choice and becomes their newly-elected king
Duration: 98mins Kids - Animation

Full Circle

Richie Jackson explores the world of 
skateboarding. From its legends, culture and tricks, 
to its potential as a platform for youth 
development – Full Circle is a comprehensive tour 
of an iconic sport.
Duration: 4 x 22mins Lifestyle - Languages

Barry & Joan

A joyful insight into the creative world of Barry and 
Joan Grantham, two British eccentrics who have 
kept the skills of vaudeville alive for over seventy 
years. Since becoming stage-struck lovers in 1948, 
Barry and Joan have taught, danced and acted 
alongside the greats of British film and theatre. 
They are the last of the golden generation of 
vaudeville, eager to pass their legacy on to future 
generations.

Duration: 87mins Society – Art - Lifestyle





The World of Thinking

The World of Thinking is a human interest and 
science documentary that, in the era of fake news 
along with haste and appearances, comes out as 
something totally different. What? Get on board 
and make up your own mind.
Duration: 57/69mins Our World

Museum Access

Visitors remember, discover and learn in these 

museums that present the best of our 

country’s culture, accomplishments and 

heritage. Museum Access explores these 

museums in a way that the everyday visitor 

cannot.
Duration: 20 x 28mins Our World

Brgrs

Like Daniel Meyer says: “At the base level, a 

burger is a piece of meat and a bun with 

something on it. It’s simple but it seems to 

make a lot of people happy.” Why shouldn’t 

you bring happiness by cooking burgers at 

home? Let’s make it in the tastiest and easiest 

way, using our amazing list of burger’s recipes 

for every taste!
Duration: 80 x 3mins Food & Drink

Safeguard: 

The Electoral College Story

Safeguard: An Electoral College Story avoids the 
partisan bickering to ask the big questions. Is 
democracy just “two wolves and a lamb voting on 
what’s for dinner,” like some people say? Or can a 
democratic system be designed to protect minority 
rights? Does our Constitution strike the right 
balance?
Duration: 76mins Our World



The Bigfoot Alien 

Connection: Revealed

We are not alone in the universe. Alien life is 
here right now, contacting us in the form of 
Bigfoot, UFOs, orbs, and other interdimensional 
paranormal phenomena. Learn how researchers 
have identified locations where portals are 
opening to reveal many forms of nonhuman 
intelligence – intelligent lifeforms that are being 
kept secret.
Duration: 90mins Our World

Serengeti

Life happened in the Serengeti on an 
unprecedented scale. It’s home to Africa’s most 
iconic animals, and hosts the annual wildebeest 
migration. Nature has orchestrated a perfect 
symphony in which every species has a very 
distinct role to play in a larger story. We see it 
through the eyes of the youngest members of 
our animal cast as they imitate their parents, 
and learn about the mighty roles they’ll play.
Duration: 52mins Nature

Beyond Innovation

Beyond Innovation uncovers the world’s new 
and emerging technologies changing the way 
we live and do business. Venture capitalist and 
entrepreneur Anthony Lacavera travels the 
globe in search of investors and founders who 
are taking risks and betting big on our future. 
Journalist Michael Bancroft unearths the latest 
advancements in technology across industries.
Duration: 34 x 26mins Technology

The American Dream

The American Dream is a show that inspires its 
audience by telling the story of humble beginnings 
and delving into each entrepreneur’s 
journey. These ambitious individuals made their 
vision a reality and give hope that the dream is still 
possible.
Duration: 5 x 45mins Business



Minds in the Water

Pro soul surfer Dave Rastovich went from observer 
to activist when he embarked on a mission to 
protect dolphins, whales and the oceans they all 
share, in a quest to inspire change.
Duration: 85mins Lifestyle – Our World

Pizza Shop: An Italian-

American Dream

With humour, insight, and compassion, this heart-
warming documentary film shares the journey of 
two Italian brothers who have run a successful 
restaurant in New Jersey for over 40 years. Here 
are the stories of the sacrifices they’ve made and 
what it really means to such a family of immigrants 
when they fulfil the American dream.
Duration: 57mins         Lifestyle - Languages

Droners: Volcano Mission

A team of dare-devil Droners go on an epic mission 
to an active volcano to try and fly their drones 
inside a lava pit – all in the name of science.
Duration: 85mins          Adventure – Languages – 4K

Chad Daniel – Dad Chaniels

With over 750 million streams of his five albums to 
date, Minnesotan Chad Daniels is the most 
listened-to comedian you might not recognize from 
a photo. That changes now. In his sixth stand up 
release, Chad delivers some brand new family-
centric comedy, with his unapologetic takes on 
parenting teenagers, how America has gone soft as 
a nation, his plans for growing old, and… cake.
Duration: 74mins Comedy



Treasures of Europe

We travel across Europe to reveal the most 
beautiful, interesting, unusual and authentic 
places. Each episode visits a new destination 
and comprises five distinguishable parts 
including secret treasures from  a hidden 
temple and a forbidden lake to an igloo hotel 
and a ghost town. 
Duration: 15 x 52mins Travel - ENG/FR – 4K

Mask

Charles Lewis founded Tapout in 1997, 
prompting a whirlwind life that intersected the 
birth of UFC. Selling Tapout apparel our of the 
trunk of his car during road trips throughout 
California, a hot bed of mixed martial arts in the 
late 1990s, Lewis took on the superhero 
persona of “Mask” as he donned war paint and 
word outlandish comic book outfits. Tapout 
became the #1 MMA brand in the world.
Duration: 80mins Sport - ENG/RUS

People of Tomorrowland

From Korea to India and from Japan to Israel, 
millions of people are connected via the 
universal language of music. Once a year they 
get together at the biggest music festival in the 
world. We get a glimpse of the life of these 
strangers. This is a portrait of people who dare 
to go against the grain, a portrait of the People 
of Tomorrowland.
Duration: 15 x 5mins Music – Languages – 4k

Street Art Challenge

Street Art Challenge brings artists from different 
cities together for unique assignments: to blend 
their styles and perspectives into a new work of 
street art.
Duration: 8 x 43mins Art – Languages – 4K 



World Capitals

In our new program “World Capitals” you will 
embark on a journey where together we explore 
incredible sights of the most famous capitals 
around the world.
Duration: 100 x 3mins Short - 4K - HD

Invitation Only

Bloomberg reporter, Kim Bhasin hosts this video 
series that looks at the shops that sell the best of 
the best and the people who make the trip to the 
shop to part with their money. This is a series 
exploring the fanciest shops in the world. What do 
they sell, who owns them, and who are the 
customers buying this stuff?
Duration: 4 x 5mins Lifestyle - Short 

Power & Football

Football unites the world like no other sport. From 
London to Cambodia via Italy and Miami, this series 
profiles the players, fans and coaches kicking down 
the barriers of language, culture and race, with just 
a leather ball.
Duration: 6 x 11mins Short – Lanuages – 4K

Qi (chi)

Hollywood star Dan Fogler (Fantastic Beasts) 
travels across Asia to investigate the truth about 
qi (chi) – the life force said to animate the 
human body which, when harnessed, can give 
an individual superhuman powers.
Duration: 16mins         Lifestyle - Languages – 4K


